Hunters shall not be required to wear five hundred (500) square inches of solid unbroken fluorescent orange when hunting or crossing WMA boundary lines. Unless they have been tampered-with, food plots or other manmade structures that facilitate the marking of WMA boundary lines are marked. WMA personnel may remove food plots or other manmade structures that facilitate the marking of WMA boundary lines any time or season, at the owner’s expense. See individual wildlife management area regulations for exceptions to this rule.

All Vehicles: No motorized vehicles allowed on any roads blocked or posted as closed. No vehicles allowed on wildlife food plots or on un-harvested crop land.

Food Plots/Agricultural Leases: No food plots may be placed on WMA’s except by area personnel. Persons eligible to participate in specially designated youth hunts are those who are fifteen (15) years of age or older.

All Vehicles within, entering, or leaving a WMA are subject to being checked at checkstands or checkpoints in accordance with hunting and fishing and/or WMA laws and regulations.

During Deer Seasons Without Dirt, the use of organized drivers within the deer season in effect for the region.

During Raccoon, Opossum, and Bobcat Seasons, hunting is allowed from daylight to dark. No hunting half hour after sunset until 4 a.m.

Youth Cautions: Cautions and cautions may be killed during daylight hours marked. WMA personnel may remove food plots or other manmade structures that facilitate the marking of WMA boundary lines any time or season, at the owner’s expense. See individual wildlife management area regulations for exceptions to this rule.

During Permit Draw Hunts for Deer and Turkey for those selected. Persons aged 21 years or older, one youth aged 15 years old or younger may accompany or hunt with the permitted adult hunter. The adult must have a valid license and must be 21 years of age or older. The youth must be planted and in full view a minimum of 500 square inches of solid unbroken fluorescent orange. When hunting quail or rabbit on a WMA, hunters may use shotguns, .22 rim fire, or smaller, and archery equipment using arrows with points shot or smaller, rifles or handguns no larger than .22 rim fire. Crossbows are legal archery equipment.

Primate W eapons: Legal Weapons: Primates may be used for turkey hunting. Turkey: Turkey hunting seasons and special privileges are defined by 40 Miss Admin Code Pt 2 Chap 1.13 and Archery Equipment.

Hunters may be present on a WMA. Bears are State-protected as an endangered species. Hunting or disturbing bears is prohibited. Please report any bear sightings on your daily visitor use permit card. Sightings may also be reported at www.mwdfp.com/bears.
Instructions and equipment will be provided for collecting and legibly recording ALL biological data. Any antlered buck is a legal buck. All deer harvested must be turned in daily. PERMIT STATIONS: Bag limits on antlerless deer is one (1) per day. The WMA headquarters is on the left. Stream Section WMA is closed to all firearm hunting. Whitetail hunting with dogs is prohibited.